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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. The GMC Sierra was just redesigned for the
model year, but the hyper-competitive half-ton segment will see an updated Denali offering for
and, as we can see from these spy photos , GMC is already testing prototypes. There's quite a
bit covered up on this particular example, leading us to believe the Sierra Denali's refresh will
be on the heavy side. We're not surprised, as GM's usually comfortable position within the
full-size segment has been eroded over the past few years, largely due to intrusion into the
luxury market on the part of both Ford and Ram. From these shots, we can tell the Sierra Denali
will get at least one new grille if not several of them , new headlights, new bumpers, new bed
sides, new tail lights and perhaps even an updated tailgate, though we expect that will matter
more on trucks not equipped with the MultiPro multi-function tailgate option, which tends to
take up a lot of stylistic real estate. As comprehensive as that may sound, it's nothing compared
to what GMC has in store for the Denali's upgraded interior. Super Cruise â€” GM's highway
semi-self-driving suite â€” will headline the updates. This is big news for two reasons. For
starters, Super Cruise has thus far been relegated only to Cadillac , so the Denali will likely be
among the first outside of that model line to offer it. GM also claims that the version of Super
Cruise coming to the Sierra is capable of towing. Yes, hands-free towing. Besides Super Cruise
the Sierra is getting a fully digital instrument cluster as part of what appears to be a fairly
comprehensive interior redesign, different from both the current Sierra, standard Yukon and
Yukon Denali interiors. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the
garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Spy Shots. Byron
Hurd. Share 0 Comments. Related Video:. Compare Now. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post
Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. See Local Pricing. I'm not in the market for a
vehicle at this time. Please move this suggestion to the side for 30 days. Thank You Thanks for
subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad
blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please
enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. Be the first to write a review. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Sierra HD. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the GMC
Sierra HD and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Sierra HD featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the GMC Sierra HD. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to

make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Improved towing and
hauling capabilities Bigger cabs equipped with the latest tech Trailer-towing technologies to
make hauling loads easier Useful MultiPro tailgate, bed steps and box lighting Cons Many cabin
pieces are obviously sourced from the less expensive Silverado Price rises quickly with options
What's new Minor changes to optional equipment packages Part of the fourth Sierra HD
generation introduced for Find savings on the Sierra HD for sale near you. ZIP Code. See
Pricing. See all Sierra HD lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Sierra HD. Trending topics
in reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the Sierra HD both on the road and at the track. And
then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Sierra HD's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should
all be factors in determining whether the Sierra HD is a good car for you. Check back soon for
the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Our Review Process This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Consider a
broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out GMC lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. GMC is
all set to bring back its popular pickup truck Sierra for the model. The GMC Sierra can be
referred to as the premium pickup truck when looking at the pickup truck segment, on the
whole, thanks to its futuristic and muscular design, a ton of useful features, and a good amount
of comfort. GMC is a corporate cousin of Chevrolet and shares a lot of common features.
However, GMC is the more premium version when compared to Chevrolet and is primarily into
heavy-duty vehicle manufacturing while Chevrolet has its hands in all segments. The big
chrome signature grille makes the Sierra look menacing from the front. The C-shaped
headlights distinctively scream GMC and help it acclimatize to the present market with ease.
Available in both rear-wheel and all-wheel-drive systems, you can opt for the drivetrain that will
suit your requirements. The three engine options 2 gasoline-powered and 1 diesel-powered are
all plenty capable and give you that leeway to choose one based on your intended usage. All in
all, the multiple options and accessories provided by GMC make you spoilt for choice and
allows you to spec your truck as per your requirements. What more could you ask for? Going
against some strong competitors like the Chevrolet Silverado and the Ford F to name a few,
there is surely going to be good competition. While the 2. The Sierra Elevation is available in
both rear-wheel and all-wheel-drive systems. The GMC Sierra Elevation as well as the Chevrolet
Silverado RST , having the same engine configuration, have the same horsepower and torque
figures of horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. Pickup trucks in general, are gas guzzlers and
require a lot more pitstops to the fuel station than the smaller cars. We cannot question the fuel
economy for pickup trucks as their main intention of usage is for carrying or towing heavy
loads. They are quite bulky, to begin with. Or can you? It might not sound much but it sure is.
Thanks to advancements in technology, there is more efficiency in present-day pickup trucks
when compared to the older ones, which were just drunk on gasoline. But even with all that
being said, most of the factors are similar in all the three vehicles, and they go neck-to-neck in
most cases. The interiors of the GMC Sierra Elevation is pretty much the same as its
predecessor and has not received any radical design changes. The Elevation, being the
mid-level trim of the GMC Sierra is quite good with all the basic bells and whistles you would
expect from a pickup truck. We can go to the point of saying that this is the best trim you can
opt for if you just want a decently loaded pickup truck. The jet black cloth seats are simple and
give an overall simple and clean look to the Sierra Elevation. The driver and front passenger
seats are heated. The rear seatback storage includes two compartments inside the rear
outboard seatbacks, perfect for storing medium-sized goods such as umbrellas or small bags.
The rear under-seat storage is perfect for storing clothing, sports equipment, or general tools.
The GMC Sierra and the Chevrolet Silverado tie up once again with the same space dimensions
and take the top spot when compared to the Ford F, which seems to have slightly less space
overall. The GMC Sierra is known to have the most space in the pickup truck segment and has
been widely acknowledged for the same. Coming to the infotainment system, the GMC Sierra
Elevation comes with an 8-inch infotainment system. The system is not as elaborate as the
features you get in the higher trims. However, the system does quite a lot of important and
useful features that will come in handy, such as:. The GMC Sierra was completely overhauled in
with a radical design change that made it look aggressive and muscular , with the large chrome
grille, the C-shaped or bracket-style headlights, and the overall chiseled design cues that make
it look extremely intimidating. The design has pretty much remained unchanged as the major
overhaul was done just 2 models ago. The massive side-steps integrated below the tailgate

make it extremely easy to access them without having to sprain your legs. The tailgate is
powered and can be lowered with the touch of a button. There are multiple hooks integrated into
the bed, useful or safeguarding the cargo that you are planning to carry. Spend some more, and
you can opt for the MultiPro tailgate, which is an extremely useful option if you are someone
who is going to access the bed frequently. We highly recommend you to take up this option as
it is worth spending the extra money for it. Not to forget, the optional spray-on bed liner, which
is also an extremely useful addition to the Bedliner making it skid-free and protects the bed for
a long period. The Chevrolet Silverado is the heaviest truck off the lot with 4, pounds, followed
by the GMC Sierra with a slight decrease in weight. The Ford F is the lightest of them all and has
a curb weight of 4, pounds. In essence, the Sierra Elevation would look like a tank to an average
consumer thanks to its sheer size and pedigree, giving them more confidence when it comes to
the overall safety of the vehicle. The average consumer's conclusion is very much valid as the
GMC Sierra is a safe vehicle. It is also equipped with 6-airbags to give you that added protection
if in case of a collision. The Stabilitrak stability system helps in the overall stability of the
vehicle when driving at relatively high speeds, through rough pastures, or tight corners. The
NHTSA has rated the Sierra 4 out of 5 stars, which is a very good overall rating, with a 4-star
rating for the frontal crash test and the rollover test and a 5-star rating for the side crash test.
Well, based on the brief analysis of this truck, it is quite clear that the Elevation trim of the GMC
Sierra has all the apt features that you would look for in a pickup truck. With multiple available
engine options, you have the flexibility to choose the one that is right for you. There are multiple
creature comfort options available as well to spruce up the truck. But in essence, taking the
Elevation model as it is, it is the best trim you can buy as it sits right in between the GMC Sierra
line of trims and has the right amount of features. Sure, there are some more intriguing options
available such as the Ford F and the Chevrolet Silverado. But the GMC does give out a good
fight to both of them. Car Reviews By make Select Brand. Select Brand Select Model. Select
Brand. See All Used Cars for sale. By body Select Body Style. Select Body Style Select
Rankings. The facelifted Sierra, which was expected to hit the assembly line in September , is
going to be available for your perusal in dealerships near you very soon. Share this:. Here are
some more articles. Jetly February 23, Rawat February 23, Menon February 23, Other
improvements include increased towing capacity by 2, lbs for the Sierra with the 2. Lot of cargo
bed features. Bold exterior design. Cabin is spacious. Lots of in-bed tie-in options. Touchscreen
is responsive. Pricy options. Ride quality is rough. Not many standard safety features. Added
Driver assistance tech. However, in the context of the full-size pickup truck class, it doesn't
shine that brightly" - Cars. Now, both the Sierra and Silverado are built on the same platform,
hence, have a lot of the same mechanical features. Apart from the 4. This light-duty pickup also
has exceptional J. The Sierra's towing capacity and payload capacities change according to the
powertrain, drive type, and configuration. For maximum towing, choose Sierra double cab with
the 6. Otherwise, the GMC Sierra is available in three cab styles and choices of three-bed sizes.
There are also as many as five engine options being mated to three different transmission
setups. You also get to opt for rear-wheel or all-wheel drive types. Customization is the name of
the game with pickup trucks. So you get a plethora of packages, accessories, and add-on
options to adorn the Sierra Hence, to make it more immersive and uptown, we would
recommend you to slightly splurge and get the following add-ons with the standard 4. There's
also a Traction Select system, which allows additional wheelspin and smoother initial throttle
response in low-traction scenarios. Tried-and-tested hp 5. The V6 is mated with a six-speed
automatic transmission. The other engines are mated with eight- or speed automatics. The
Chevrolet Silverado is essentially the same as the Sierra underneath. It too gets the same 4.
Every Sierra offers a four-wheel-drive but the AT4 is the best off-road trim - comes with features
like hill descent control, skid plates, a suspension optimized for off-roading, and a two-speed
transfer case. When it comes to capabilities, the Sierra Regular Cab can tow a maximum of 7,
lbs and has a payload capacity of 2, lbs. The Ford F stands out with a maximum towing capacity
of pounds. But does not have as much in-cabin carriage, which is rated at pounds. Pickup
trucks are known for their hauling capacities, but expecting them to churn out mind-boggling
MPG figures is too far fetched. While these are far from impressive, they still get the job done
for the most part. Add the factor of a gallon fuel tank to the mix and you get an overall range of
about miles after a full refuel. GM trucks also use two types of cylinder-management systems to
improve fuel economy. Active Fuel Economy is the better-known cylinder shut-off system that
has helped boost GM truck mpg. The bigger 5. But is let down by its smaller gallon fuel tank.
Open the gates to the Sierra , and you will find bench seats wrapped in vinyl upholstery. The
Sierra Regular Cab offers The GMC Sierra full-size pickup offers a cargo volume of Several bed
features are available with Sierra , including an in-bed volt household-style power outlet, an
audio system integrated into the tailgate, integrated LED lights, and a multifunction tailgate

GMC calls it MultiPro. The steering wheel is just plain polyurethane exposed material with
multifunction buttons on it. For interior storage options, GMC offers Sierra with a center seat
that can double back as an armrest as well when you are traveling alone. There are also two cup
holders housed within it that come in handy. Even the top-range Denali's interiors don't match
the luxuries of the rivals. Unfortunately, if you want to get an upgrade, you will need to head
over to the after-market accessories. The GMC Sierra is available with three cab options and
three different length beds. The GMC Sierra received a generational change in , and since then,
there has been no major change in the exterior design. The Sierra model year looks similar to
the outgoing model. The headlamps are a definite head turner and the chrome grille and
bumpers complements high riding inch tires. The GMC stablemate, Chevrolet Silverado has
similar mechanicals and features but a different exterior design. Move from the front to the side,
and you will see the steel wheels with all-terrain tires in full glory. The door handles and the side
mirrors are black which can stick out sometimes. Move to the rear end, and you get a manual
locking capable standard tailgate. The other cabs get the EZ-lift tailgate as standard, but you
can add that during customization. Standard features aside, there are also a plethora of features
that can be picked up during customization. There are 54 accessories for the bed alone, and
about 22 for the exteriors that range from aesthetics to feature additions. While the options as
standalone are pricey, you can pick up the curated packages to save some money and yet get
your hands on them. The Ford F is one of the most loved trucks out there and is part of the
most-sold trucks in the country along with its other F-series siblings. With its powerful and
feature-rich approach , there is certainly an F out there for everybody. The Chevrolet Silverado
is the corporate cousin of the Sierra Based on the same platform, and essentially the same
truck in Chevy branding , the Silverado is a much more practical option as it is cheaper. You will
be much more likely to build a personalized statement than just a customized truck with this
one. But all of that comes at the expense of slightly scaled-down and mellow interiors that are
not as luxurious as the Sierra Hence boiling it down to personal brand preference here. The
GMC Sierra certainly offers a value for money proposition in its build. However, the looming risk
of impending recalls might deter a lot of buyers. But if you overlook that, the slightly cushy and
very comfortable interiors with rather feature-packed and customizable options, make the Sierra
a great buy overall. So, if you want a truck that stands out from the crowd as distinctively as it
blends in, then the GMC Sierra is the one to choose. The GMC Acadia came in as the second
generation to the ageing and outdated Acadia that was on sale. With improved features, better
fuel economy and added operational sophistic.. Ram is one of the few brands from the FCA
stable and around the world, that is raking in big profits. To add to these profits and lure in
more customers, Ram has launched a special.. GMC develops a carbon composite bed that is
stronger, lighter than a conventional steel bed. It is super strong and can take on anything that
comes at it. The giant calls it Catego.. Read all Reviews. The pricing of Sierra is quite
competitive and judging with respect to the price, it's the best truck to have in the garage. So
many convenience features to make daily driving easy. A good amount of practicality depicts
right from the design and the way it drives i. Hello, my name is and i am interested in your
listing. I am based in and request you to get back to me on this regarding the same. You can
share the details with me at or by phone at. I also affirmatively authorize receiving automated
texts and calls. Based on my will and choice though, I can opt-out of the entire procedure at any
given time. I also hereby agree to abide by the Privacy Policy and Terms Of Use which notifies
the data collected from me, its use and shar
bass guitar pickup wiring diagrams
2006 mazda 6 firing order
vw passat service
e for a service that closely suits my vehicle-shopping interests. My willingness here is not a
factor of any purchase at all. Standard messages and data rates may apply. Nigam Automotive
Journalist. Pros Lot of cargo bed features Bold exterior design Cabin is spacious Lots of in-bed
tie-in options Touchscreen is responsive. Cons Pricy options Ride quality is rough Not many
standard safety features. What's New? Pictures exterior. Show More. Base power hp rpm. LB
4WD 4. LB 4WD 5. Colors and Styles. Ratings Pricing And Features. Engine And Performance.
Fuel Economy. Final Verdict. Com Now, both the Sierra and Silverado are built on the same
platform, hence, have a lot of the same mechanical features. Menon May 04, Menon April 22,
Santhosh March 20, Jetly January 20, Car Rating 7. Leave it Pros - Spacious cabin, safety Cons Engine, transmission. DP Donald S. CM Chris A. Similar Cars. Top User Reviews 1. You can
share the details with me at or by phone at Edit Thank you! Cruise Control 4.

